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The article compares on the basis of a qualitative case study in Germany the formation and comparison of migrants groups’ settings towards the state and to state holidays. Based on the analysis performed 75 thematically structured interviews the article compares the resettlement features of the two migrants groups, their behaviour and their attitude to the state authorities and state events. On the one hand, the representatives of the “Russian abroad” have distanced themselves for a long time from the state, which was located on the territory of origin, whereas the representatives of the “new wave” associates themselves with (post) soviet cultural system. As a result one can see in the “new wave” migrants a combination of Soviet and Russian identities. On the other hand, the state itself is not perceived by the “Russian world” in a hostile way. The “new wave” migrants often just transferred their cautious attitude to the origin state to the local state. For example the police for the fourth wave migrant associated more with the threat, with negative feelings, while for the “old migration” the policeman is uniquely defender.

Common holiday promotes cultural practices and standardized behaviours, but under conditions of existence of migrants with different interpretations of historical events it is difficult to talk about the presence of general holidays. The study tested also the differences in the holiday's symbolic regulation. Interpretation of historical events is heir more an area of disagreement. One of the most remarkable in recent years the symbol of the victory Ribbon of St. George, for example, is not perceived so unequivocally positive, as among “new migrants”.

This description confirms the thesis about the existence of the two cultural groups within the Russian-speaking space. The selection of specific cultural groups can increase the efficiency of the work with compatriots abroad.
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Consistent and systematic work on the optimization of public image abroad is one of the most important aspects of the policy of “soft power.” Such work should be regarded as an important component of information support of the foreign policy activities of the Russian state. Ignoring of this area can lead to a loss of international positions, an emergence of obstacles.
in advancing of the interests of Russian business abroad. Positive perception of Russia in the world may greatly facilitate the success of social and economic reforms. A special place in the complex of measures for improvement of the country’s image is the work with the departed migrants who, after Alexander Neklessa, start to form an entirely new kind of typology of Russia social space [17, p.38]. This space largely influences the perception of Russia abroad. It should be noted, that in recent years, Russian authorities are trying to use the migrants coming into the country, to improve the demographic situation. And migrants leaving the country are used as a resource of impact and a tool for improving of the political image. One of the problems mentioned in the concept of Russia’s foreign policy involves the expenditure of resources, to “promote the consolidation of the compatriots” organizations in order to their more efficient provision of rights in countries of their residence, as well as to preserve ethnic and cultural identity of the Russian diaspora and its connection with the historical homeland ... ” [13, p.6]. We can observe the direction of application of state’s efforts and resources. So, the fund “Russian world” establishes its offices worldwide. On the 5th of March 1999 it was adopted the Act on the state policy on compatriots abroad [8]. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs website contains a link to information for “compatriots”, special government programs are held. On the 22nd of June, the President of Russia signed a Decree No. 637, by which he approved the State Program of Assistance to the voluntary migration of compatriots living abroad into the Russian Federation [7]. Since 2006, the work with compatriots is coordinated by the Government Commission on the Affairs of Compatriots Abroad headed by the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Russia Sergey Lavrov. The Councils for Compatriots’ Affairs were set up in 15 regions of Russia [4, p.4]. Ministry of Economic Development is ready to attract “compatriots” for the “formation of a network (corps) of foreign-trade consultants” [10]. Of course, considering the generality of the migration and the dimensions of diaspora, the measures are rather more overdue, because there are at least 30 million people living outside of Russia, the ones, “who, being outside of the homeland as a result of political upheavals, wars and conflicts, however, believes that his or her destiny is tied to the fate of Russia, who, regardless of nationality, carries Russian culture, is a Russian native speaker and doesn’t imagine himself or herself outside of the Russian-speaking space” [12, p.13]. Furthermore, in the absence of clear evidence-based public Diaspora policy, on the one hand, the policy of formation of an attractive Russia’s image abroad, and, on the other hand, the strengthening of cultural unity and responsibility of the migrants, the efficiency of expended organizational and financial resources is pretty much low. Meanwhile, the issues of relationship of cultural and historical forms of the migrant groups formation are poorly studied theoretically and are not clarified yet on the one hand, and issues of maintaining of cultural attitude processes and cultural characteristics of migrant groups, on the other. Correspondingly, this work is aimed to the further compensation of the gap in distinguishing of groups of migrants from Russia (USSR). Relevance of this study is thus determined by the lack of knowledge about the structure of the Russian language space, as well as special features of components of its groups.

Political and economic transformation of Eastern Europe at the end of the last century had a major impact on the intensity of Diasporas and migration flows. Thus, these phenomena caused the mass migration of Russian-speaking population both into Western Europe and in particular into Germany, which led to a substantial increase of the Russian-speaking population in the region.
It is known that in Germany there already was a quite noticeable Russian-speaking diaspora that emerged after the Russian events of 1917 and increased after the Second World War. And now the main stream of migrants from the former Soviet Union is directed to Germany [38, p.548]. Already by 2003, “the total number of those who speak Russian in Germany exceeds the population of such states as Denmark, Finland, Norway, Croatia, Slovenia and Slovakia” [6, 36]. The situation in Germany gives us a complete picture of the exoduses of Russia. The methodology of the study is the phenomenological tradition in sociology. Features of the scattering structure of Russians and the nature of interaction with the environment will be presented on the basis of analysis of different migrants groups from the Russian Empire, migrants and their descendants from the Soviet Union and from the countries that emerged after the collapse of the USSR living in the Federal State Bavaria in Germany. There were conducted 75 thematically-structured interviews with representatives of the descendants of the first wave of immigration, with participants and descendants of the second, third and fourth waves of immigration, living in Bavaria. The subject of inquiry which is migrants from CIS countries, is presented for research purposes in two groups. The first group, denoted in this work as “Russian abroad” or “old emigration” is formed by the migrants, who left the country between 1917 and 1945, as well as the descendants of these migrants, who were born already in Germany. Migrants of the later period in this study are denoted as “the modern Russian-speaking space” [24]. or “the new migration”. At the same time due to the lack of structures of immigrants before the twentieth century and the historical distance of these outcomes, the chronological framework is limited by twentieth and twenty first centuries. The search of appropriate representatives is executed through observation and “snowball”. All data obtained in the study do not reflect all of the properties in the general totality. The concept of “cultural identity” after Jan Assmann’s approach [2, p.10] was taken as a starting point of the argument. According to this approach, any (specific) collective identity corresponds to a certain “cultural formation”, which it substantiates and, most importantly, reproduces it. Jan Assmann believes that collective identity is constructed and reproduced by the interactions that occur within a cultural sense, which refers to a background of common values, experiences, expectations and interpretations, forming “a symbolic semantic world” or “world view” of a society [3, p.140]. Problems of behaviour in the cultural system are considered as well in connection with the ritual of the holiday, as an institution of reproduction of social relations, thereby holiday acts as a tool of social control [28, p.145]. Basing on the value relation to culture, a human reproduces the relationship between culture and social structures in the process of the holiday organization [29].

§ 1. Social and historical factors of Russian-speaking emigrant communities

Several outcomes are distinguished in the investigation of migration flows from the territory of the former USSR. So, Akhiezer A.C. identified six stages of emigration from Russia [1], three of them relate to the period before 1917, and three stages after that date; indicated periodization generally coincides with the one, proposed by Pushkareva N.L. [26]. In general, for years of pre-revolutionary emigration from Russia after V.A. Tishkov’s calculations, had left about 4.5 million people, “only less than 500 thousand of them were Russians, Ukrainians and Belarusians” [34, p.29]. From 1917 to 1952 is the period that “covers the subsequent devastation, civil war and rose on their basis totalitarian system” [1].
In Pushkareva’s periodization this period is divided into two stages, where the second stage is associated with the defectors of the World War II period [26]. Outcome caused by the events of 1917 is different in its nature from previous eras of migration, particularly, it differs by the fact, that in a relatively short period of time the country left according to various calculations from 700 thousand [27] to 3.5 million - 4.0 million [37] people. Moreover, if during the period from 1861 to 1915 “two-thirds of emigrants were heading to the USA, and from among the ones, who left in XX century, 80% headed to the US” [35], at the above mentioned period, migrants were scattered over the European countries. Over a period of intense migration borders of the USSR began to lose any permeability. The period of closure was followed by a new exodus of migrants over the USSR borders during the Second World War, when 0.5 million [19] - 10.0 million [32] people appeared beyond the Soviet Union, avoiding repatriation to their homeland. Alternation of periods of closure and mass exoduses allows using term “wave” to describe those migration periods. “It’s more figurative than a scientific concept” [18, p.502], however, “it became widespread and settled terminologically” [18, p. 502, see also 33, p.19]. Moreover, some researchers [18, 35, 37] start the countdown of exoduses since the migration after 1917. In the period from 1948 to 1990 the „third wave“ of migration is marked out, when the USSR was left by 0.5 million [18] - 1.1 million [22] people. According to Akhiezer’s periodization this stage of emigration continues from 1952 to 1992, during „the return of other nations on their ethnic territory“ [1], which is manifested in the emigration of ethnic minorities - Jews, Greeks, Germans, etc. Dissidents were leaving the country as well, and the change in intensity of their leaving allowed Pushkareva to highlight in this period „pre-perestroika“ and „perestroika“ stages [26]. After the first of January 1993 when the entry and exit law came into force, adopted by the deputies of the USSR in 1991, according to Pushkareva’s and Akhiezer’s periodization begins the sixth stage, which continues up today [23]. Liberalization of migration policy during „perestroika“ has led to a new increase in the number of migrants. This tendency was reinforced by processes caused by the collapse of the Soviet Union; especially because at that stage Russia (its political elites and public opinion) became a „natural centre of gravity“ [21, p. 134] for groups of migrants from the new independent states on the territory of the Soviet Union, and it was not ready to accept such a large number of migrants [15, p.153]. Migration of the above specified period „is increasingly characterized by the features that are typical nowadays for emigration from many countries. It is predetermined not by the political factors as before, but by the economic factors, which force people to move to other countries in search of a higher income, a prestigious job, a different quality of life” [37]. The term wave, apparently, is well founded due to the mass exodus; only for eleven years - „from 1990 to 2000 - about 1.1 million people had left Russia.” [37]. Studying the migration flows from the territory of the former USSR, the Soviet Union and the Russian Empire, several exoduses are distinguished, and their causes and features of their behaviour differ much. Thereby the “outbursts” of emigration exoduses are quite clearly distinguished by the size and time frameworks, caused by events associated with the establishment, special features of policy and the collapse of the Soviet Union. Such exoduses are often called „waves“ of migration. Such features of the migration exoduses as large-scale participation and limited time framework allow assuming the emergence in European countries of migrant communities from many different cultures. At the same time features of culture of each migrant wave are not always
identical: the cultural features of migrants of the first and second wave forming „Russian abroad“ [22] „are not typical for the other categories of compatriots, who form “transnational Russian-speaking space” who take their origin in the third, and subsequently, the fourth outcome of the USSR and the new Russia“ [22].

§ 2 The perception of state by different groups of migrants

The first wave of migration is associated with Russian political events of 1917, the Civil War and the first actions of the new government, which closed the state during the notable period of time. The first wave is characterized by the powerful push-out factors. It was often not about the availability of benefits, but about the escape from the physical destruction. From the point of view of society which was left by legal citizens of the Russian Empire, it was the loss of mobile and educated part of the population. People who migrated were of different ages and social classes; for example, a significant part of the Russian intelligentsia left Russia. In most cases it is a question of the bearers of “pre-Soviet” culture of the Russian Empire. At the same time, it may be said that the migrants bore the culture, which had no “impurities” that distinguishes that group from all the subsequent ones [23, p.150, 24, p.57]. An external factor, which secured the directivity to closing of external contact, was the state policy towards the migrants of “Russian Abroad”: the state of exodus tried in every way to downplay the significance of this group [11, p.81]. Representatives of the second wave, being in the extreme conditions of political repression at their homeland and external military intrusions mainly into the Third Reich territories, could not return because of the threat for their lives [39]. At the same time, it is interesting to note that even people who was sincerely supporting the Red Army and communism could not come back. It is clear that some were captured, a considerable number of people were forcibly deported to the camps, but there were people voluntary leaving the advancing Soviet troops. Some people, who were migrating, were already socialized in the system of functioning Soviet state. This could be seen first of all in contrast to the first wave of migrants, because only a very small part of them had an experience of foreign trips. Secondly, an important role was played by the peculiarities of functioning of information space: very often, people did not believe the official information, whereas the servants of propertied class still were telling their memories about the foreign trips to Europe. It was also influenced by the stories, told by the ones, who were abroad on business trips. Fallen out of information space of their country, many migrants became critical of the status quo in their country, and therefore, in particular, did not believe any official reports about the behaviour of the Germans on the occupied territories, perceiving this information as an extension of Soviet propaganda. A significant part of migrants of the war period is associated with the activities of the Liberation Movement of Peoples of Russia, which consisted of the Liberation Committee of Peoples of Russia and the Russian Liberation Army, which is better known in our country as “Vlasov movement.” Principles and ambitions of participants of this movement are in general formulated in the “Prague Manifesto” of 1944. However, this historical document captures certain cultural differences, caused by special features of development of the country of origin. If the ideological base of the first wave can generally be characterized by the formula “Orthodoxy - Autocracy - Nationality” [5], then now no monarchical aspirations are present anymore. But the idea of the need for change in the state, given the fact that the return by existing system is not possible, brought together representatives of the first and second waves. Russian culture was
conceived at the same time as a culture based on Russian Orthodoxy. Distrust of Soviet propaganda was accompanied by the fear of being arrested, losing relatives. Such a way, representatives of the “Russian Abroad” for a long time distanced themselves from the state, which was located on the territory of exodus, which is not so typical for the representatives of the “new wave”. “Alienation” is exacerbated by the returning of symbols of the Soviet Union in the latter period. In Russia, “the direction was taken to a kind of syncretism - a combination of Soviet and Russian identities: it was kept a well-known to Russians music of the Soviet anthem, but the words were changed. The return of the Red Banner to the Russian Armed Forces is another indicator of symbiosis”[20, p.212]. The specified “symbiosis” is perceived by the representatives of the “old emigration” as a rollback to the totalitarian era. Respondents of the “new wave” had a considerable experience of life in Soviet society, therefore they have a clear vision of the Soviet Union, as well as emotionally charged attitude to the state, which has already collapsed. Despite the fact that the respondents had already arrived from the new states, the former Soviet Union could in many cases continue to be considered as a “country of the outcome.” “Existence of stable view of the norms of the former Soviet society, regardless of their assessment, is an important identification marker of the group having a single “path in the past””. [25, p.150-151]

Migrants of the “New wave” have a cautious attitude towards the state in general and this attitude is often transferred to the state of reception. „The state is perceived generally as a repressive machine, but if one knows its rules, it is possible to achieve the goals. The centres of power are seen as alien and hostile; Government seems an arena of conspiracy, deceit, cynicism, or, at least, stupidity and inefficiency. „To beat the system“ by outsmarting authorities and bypassing restrictions, rules, laws, is one of the most common virtues”[31, p.5]. It is interesting to note that in this case, migrants comparing officials in the country of origin and the host country are more positive about the host country. Migrants of „Russian Abroad“ don’t have that transfer of the attitude to country of origin onto the public authorities of the host country. State, in which these migrants live, is not perceived as hostile. The attitude to the police is representative in this sense: if the migrant of the fourth wave associates police officers more with the threat, with negative experiences, then for the „old migration“ police officer would be uniquely a defender. Besides, if all the representatives of the „Russian abroad“ have solely citizenship of the host country, though reception of Russian citizenship is a difficult procedure, then representatives of the fourth wave, for various reasons, still often have Russian citizenship. In most cases, the institution of citizenship is considered in both groups as a means of solving everyday problems, such as visa-free travel between the countries. For the representatives of the „old emigration“, presence of passport of the host country or of another state means protection from the policy of the country of origin, which was „aggressive“ to migrants for a long time. For the fourth wave of migrants being a citizen means access to certain resources. Choice of the citizenship of the host country in this case means the consolidation status, especially when perhaps all the relatives left the country of origin. Sometimes it is defined by the fact that immigrants from the former USSR republics don’t feel the need and significant gains from citizenship of the newly formed state, and they don’t have rights for Russian citizenship anymore. For migrants of „Russian Abroad“ absence of Russian citizenship could mean independence. It is important to note that for the first group of migrants in most cases the intention to return to the country of origin is not a measure of compliance of expectations. The
age factor is important here, because to change a way of existence, having lived most of his life in Germany, is a difficult task for an elderly person. New generations of migrants are often willing to move to Russia, and such cases are observed, but they want some protection from Germany then. Most desirable option of work is considered to be the work in the branches of German companies in big Russian cities.

§ 3 Official holidays

Political holiday defining relationship to the past, legitimizing history and often legitimizing the existing regime is a complex tool of updating of some elements of the existing culture. Historical events can be regarded as an artefact of culture, open to transformation. Political holiday is also connected directly or indirectly with the history. It refers to the historical past, its context, if to perceive history as something that comes from the present and is present [2]. At the same time, holiday is the way of communication, which reflects the social order of society and also recreates its value in a special type of reality [28]. Representatives of the second group in general care and associate themselves with public holidays. Thereby most important holidays are considered to be the holidays of the Soviet era, such as Victory Day, International Women’s Day, and the Fatherland’s Defender Day. One of the most remarkable in recent years is the symbol of the victory, “Ribbon of St. George” which, for example, was handed out to everyone at the Russian consulate on the May 8th. The tape with Russian flag colours has become spread as well, which is more popular among the first group of migrants, and Ribbon of St. George is not perceived so unequivocally positive, as among new migrants. It has been observed that migrants of “Russian Abroad” actively used white-blue-red ribbons in the period of the Soviet Union as well, for example, one of the descendants of migrants had her baptismal cross on a ribbon-tricolor. St. George Ribbon colours are actively used in connection with Soviet symbols on one hand. On the other hand, such a mark of distinction, as St. George’s Cross in Russia could be awarded only by order of the monarch, so the use of symbols of the cross of St. George unrelated with the monarchy may be perceived as “usurpation”. It is important to note that in everyday situation the symbolic of Consulate assumes no other signs, besides national identity.

It is also important to note that among the emigrants, in general, there is no sense of the winners. At the event dedicated to the 65th anniversary of the end of the Second World War, a new wave of migrants themselves proposed to change the format of the activities of Russian foreign representative offices to celebrate the end of the war without underlining of fact of Germany’s defeat; in this case, it should be noted, that this initiative was accepted by all migrant groups. However, the symbols of this historic event are clear to all members of the new wave; they are perceived as positive and are used in commercial structures as well. For migrants of the “new wave” the following statement would be relevant: “The vast majority of our fellow citizens, regardless of gender, educational and professional belonging and type of community, continue to be proud of victory in the Great Patriotic War, the post-war reconstruction of the country, the great Russian culture, achievements of national space science and technology “[9, p. 17]. In an interview with the representative of the “Russian Abroad” the question of the significance of the celebration of the 9th of May was met with a surprise and with a question: “Are we Soviet?” Which shows the relationship to this day, as to a “Soviet” holiday. Respondents recalled violent actions of the Soviet soldiers against some prisoners who found themselves in Germany. Since one of the first impressions of Russia is
poverty and disorder, the military parades that are broadcast on television, are perceived by some respondents as an inappropriate waste of money. Among the migrants of “Russian Abroad” there is no clear perception of the term “Victory Day”, especially because for many migrants of the first and second waves that day is associated with a forced repatriation and with memories of escaping from the Soviet Army. Among the first group of migrants the figure of Stalin is perceived definitely negatively, while for new wave representatives it is rather a matter of debate. At an official event of the Consulate one of the paragraphs in the program of activities was a “Portrait of Stalin”. In the course of this event was played the song “Leningradskaya”. It is quite clear that war veterans remembered “Leningrad”, rather than “St. Petersburg”, since most of their lives that city was called so. If migrants of “Russian Abroad” are characterized by a complete rejection of the Soviet system, for the “new wave” migrants political system of the USSR, the Soviet ideology in most cases remain outside of their active memories. In the memories of the USSR the main things are not about political persecution, party acts or social system, but about good memories of the people with whom the respondents contacted. There is also the fact that the Soviet everyday culture of late socialism can be attributed to the cultures of “low uncertainty avoidance.” In these circumstances, the respondents passed their public establishment. Therefore, they highlight high stability and predictability of the Soviet society of that era, in contrast to the Soviet society at the time of Perestroika or the modern one. It is exactly the lack of uncertainty in terms of the late USSR and horizontal (stable) interpersonal relationships are considered by respondents as a value. [14] At the celebration of the Independence Day of Russia in the Russian Consulate it was organized a ceremonial reception, which was attended by migrants of “Russian Abroad” as well. At the same time interest to this holiday was generally higher than to the other public holidays. This circumstance is probably related to the fact that this holiday symbolizes the end of the Soviet era. So, it was interesting to note that the Russian Consulate reception on the 8th of May 2012 was attended only by representatives of the Russian Orthodox Church of the Moscow Patriarchate and no representatives of the Russian Orthodox Church Outside of Russia, while at the reception in honour to Independence Day of Russia on June 12nd were more representatives of ROCOR than representatives of the ROC MP. This observed relation, however, may be a consequence of the fact that the 9th of May fell on eve of the holiday of Mid-Easter and the ROCOR did not have any free from the liturgical duties priest being able to attend the event at the consulate.

§ 4 Conclusion

One of the most important aspects of cultural identity is a “cultural memory”. Jan Assmann defines “cultural memory” as a common for each society and era special stability of the repeated use of texts, images, and customs, maintaining of which they (the societies) stabilize their own image and transmit collectively divided knowledge preferably (but not exclusively) of the past, and this knowledge encourages the consciousness of the unity and the features of the group. Communication features, such as rituals, songs, historical references, etc. give shape and semantic stem, and thereby they substantially define the cultural memory of a group or society. Analysis of the structure of the Russian-speaking scattering in Germany shows the presence of at least two non-equal intersecting cultural groups. To overcome the conflict and tension between the communities, an objective and accurate knowledge of value (cultural) systems of the relevant communities is very important, as well as qualitative and quantitative correlation between
such systems. The problem is compounded by the fact that both groups call themselves Russian and are perceived by indigenous people and representatives of the country of origin as Russians, however it is a question about the various manifestations of cultural identity and cultural memory [50], non-distinguishing of which can affect the achievement of results of policies. Basis of differences between the two migrant communities is the distinguishing of identity and purpose of their residence outside of the country of origin. If the basic identity of Russian world is the idea that the period of the Soviet regime is the period of destruction of Russian culture, for the “late” migrants, ideas and symbols of the Soviet period are often parts of their identity [16]. Accordingly, the interpretation of historical events will be most likely an area of disagreement. Common holiday promotes cultural practices and standardized behaviour, but under conditions of existence of migrants with different interpretations of historical events it is difficult to talk about the presence of general holidays. Noteworthy is the fact that government representatives rather mark out the second group holidays. As, for example, observed consular initiative of the organization of holidays and other activities shows, the object of attention are migrants of the “new wave”, while migrants “Russian Abroad” are often repelled, for example, by underlining their belonging to the Soviet cultural system. It comes despite the fact that by the first group migrants until now is persisted the ambivalence to the public holidays. Significant marker of culture of “old emigration” is the same anti-Soviet sentiment. For the “new wave” idea and symbols of the Soviet period often constitute a part of the identity. Memories of the respondents about the USSR are mainly associated not with the political system of this country, but with the personal relationships of respondents, which may indicate a shift from ideological content to the formal celebration to maintain horizontal relations with a the lack of desire and resources of interpretation and reinterpretation. Accordingly, due to the focus-shift of consideration and peculiarity socialization, the interpretation of historical events is rather an area of disagreement. There is still an interest to the holidays, established after the collapse of the USSR. And knowing this feature the unifying holidays and rituals can be built. «Exactly rituals, not urgent and supervisory institutions, paradoxically, explain the essence of the social order, as well as its stability. Therein lies ... a special socializing effectiveness of the holidays. Secondly, “everyone gets totally involved”, the relations of the group become closer, removing the problem of interpersonal and intergroup communication barriers ... “ [30, p.17]. An important role in both groups is played by the cultural values on the basis of which individuals identify themselves as members of a cultural group. Result of value regulation in this case is the self-reference of diaspora members to “Russian”. As unifying factor may be mentioned some universal values, such as the absence of war. At the same time the symbolic regulation is important, it involves extensive use of significant symbols, perceived by individuals as important for them. An example of the use of symbols may be an action “St. George Ribbon”, which, despite the presence of the general historical grounds, has not become a common symbol. It is noteworthy that along with such bands ribbon-tricolors in colors of the Russian flag got more popular. Differences are observed in comprehension of the different waves of general symbolic experience, perception of socio-cultural community. For the latest wave of migrants it is more characteristic to have attention to the actual information, the desire to be in the same information flow that their compatriots. It is now possible to observe a tendency to the “cultural forgetting” and fragmentation of cultural memory in the “new
wave” group, in the future one can predict decrease of impact of cultural memory to the formation of new identities and the growing importance of current cultural reality both receiving countries and Russia for new identities [25]. It is followed by the assumption that the hybrid identity with the trend toward greater influence in its elements of actual reality of the country of settlement will dominate in the nearest future in these groups. Immigrants from Russia are an important resource “soft power”, which helps in particular to improve the image of Russia. For the West the image of Russia to had always the identification dichotomy: for the West Russia acted and acts as the main “other” in the dichotomy between the West-East, Europe and Asia, the civilization-barbarism. Culture, spirituality and science of Russian abroad had a great influence on debunking of the myths about Russia. And Russia got a real opportunity to overcome this dichotomy through a meeting of the West with native culture bearers. However, the principle of this resource is not yet completely understood, so it is very important to develop a migration study. Without reliable information about features of the scattering, all spent organizational and financial resources may not bring any desired result. A feature of the organization of immigrants in Germany can be used as an illustration of this. Lack of knowledge about the migrant’s structure can lead to the fact that the applied measures (symbols, ideas, principles, etc.) would be incomprehensible or even would repel some resources, forcing them to work against the achievement of objectives.
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*В статье на основе материалов качественного социологического исследования проводится анализ формирования и сопоставление установок выделенных групп мигрантов по отношению к государству, к государственным праздникам.*

*На основе анализа проведенных 75 тематически структурированных интервью автор сравнивает особенности переселения двух групп, их поведение, отношение к органам власти. Основой различия двух эмигрантских сообществ служит различия в идентичности и целях их пребывания вне страны исхода. Представители «русского зарубежья» длительное время дистанцировались от государства, которое располагалось на территории исхода, что не в такой степени характерно для представителей «новой волны». При этом само государство как таковое не воспринимается враждебно. Настороженное отношение к государству мигрантов «новой волны» часто переносится на государство приема. Заметны различия в символической регуляции праздников. Интерпретация исторических событий является скорее областью разногласий. Примером использования символов может служить акция «георгиевская ленточка», которая, несмотря на присутствие общего исторического основания, не стала общим символом.*
Переселенцы из нашей страны являются важным ресурсом «мягкой силы», помогающей улучшению имиджа России. Выделение особенностей культуры и восприятия символов каждой группы может повысить эффективность работы с соотечественниками за рубежом.
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